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Eight boxes namely A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are placed from top to bottom not 

in the same order. They contain different chocolates such as silk, temptation, 

fruit and nut, dairy milk, bubbly, milky bar, kit-kat and 5-star. Boxes are  

packed with different colour paper such as yellow, pink, blue and green. Exactly 

two boxes are packed with same colour paper. Consider the top position as 1st 

position.  

1. There is one box between Box B and Box D and Box D is packed with pink 

paper and both are in the top 4 positions when boxes are arranged from top to 

bottom. 

2. The box containing dairy milk is kept immediately below blue paper packed box 

and is packed with same colour paper as D. 

3. Box C is kept somewhere between G and H and H being below C. 

4. The two green paper packed boxes are kept vertically adjacent to each other 

and one of the green paper packed box is immediately under the pink paper  

packed box. 

5. Fruit and nut chocolate is kept exactly between F and the box containing Milky 

bar. 

6. H doesn’t contain Silk chocolate. 

7. There is one box between Box E and Box G, and G is kept immediately below 

the box containing Dairy milk chocolate. 

8. The box containing 5-star chocolate is placed at even numbered place but is  

not placed at the bottom. 

9. The yellow paper packed box which is kept at top either contains Silk or Kit-

Kat. 

10. Box E is not packed with green paper. 

11. F which contains bubbly chocolate is packed with blue paper and among top 

five. 

12. The box containing temptation chocolate is packed with blue paper. 

13. C doesn’t contain any of Silk or 5-star chocolate. 
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